This work develops exact finite-difference schemes for the two-dimensional nonlinear coupled viscous Burgers equation using the analytic solution. We extend the explicit nonstandard finite-difference schemes on the basis of the exact finite-difference schemes to solve the coupled Burgers equation. Numerical examples are presented to verify the efficiency and accuracy of the methods. MSC: 39A10; 65L12; 74H15
Introduction
The coupled viscous Burgers equation is a form of the Navier-Stokes equations having a known form for the exact solutions. It is a simple model of physical flows and problems and has become an important partial differential equation in fluid dynamics and various physical applications [] .
Fletcher [] proposed the analytic solution of two-dimensional coupled Burgers equations using the Hopf-Cole transformation. And the numerical solutions of coupled Burgers equations have attracted considerable attention of many researchers [, -]. Srivastava et al. [, -] gave the implicit finite-difference scheme, the Crank-Nicolson scheme, the semi-implicit finite-difference scheme, and the Crank-Nicolson semi-implicit scheme for the coupled Burgers equations. Bahadir [] obtained a fully implicit finite-difference scheme to solve the coupled Burgers equations. Jain and Holla [] developed two algorithms based on cubic spline method for the coupled Burgers equations. Kweyu et al. [] gave an explicit scheme for the coupled Burgers equations under varied initial and boundary conditions. Two-dimensional nonlinear coupled viscous Burgers equations can be expressed as and the boundary conditions u(x, y, t) = f  (x, y, t), x, y ∈ ∂ , t > , v(x, y, t) = g  (x, y, t), x, y ∈ ∂ , t > , (b) where = {(x, y) : a ≤ x ≤ b, a ≤ y ≤ b}, ∂ is its boundary, u(x, y, t) and v(x, y, t) are the velocity components to be determined, f , g, f  , g  are known functions, and R is the Reynolds number. Among various techniques for solving the coupled Burgers equation, the nonstandard finite-difference (NSFD) schemes have been proved to be one of the most efficient approaches in recent years. Compared with some other methods, NSFD method is more stable [, , ]. But until now, no researchers have given the exact finite-difference scheme and given the nonstandard finite difference based on the exact finite-difference scheme for the coupled Burgers ().
The main purpose of this paper is to give an exact finite-difference scheme for the coupled viscous Burgers equations () using the analytic solution and give the explicit nonstandard finite-difference schemes on the basis of the exact finite-difference schemes. Two classic examples will be presented and the results illustrate the efficiency and accuracy of our methods.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, exact difference schemes are proposed for solving (). Then Section  gives two explicit nonstandard finite-difference schemes on the basis of the exact finite-difference schemes in Section . Numerical experiments and analyses are given in Section .
Analysis of exact finite-difference scheme for coupled Burgers equation
An analytic solution of Burgers equations () was given by Fletcher [] using the Hopf-Cole transformation as follows:
Because the analysis process is very long, we divide it into two parts for the readers' convenience.
First, considering the first equation of (), we have
and
Now for the second equation of (), we can also get
We will do some appropriate transformation to () and () in the following analysis.
Explicit exact-difference scheme
In this section, we will give the explicit finite-difference scheme for ().
.. Discrete scheme for the first equation
Using (a) minus (), we obtain
), using (), we get the following result:
and use (), we obtain
And if we use () minus equation (c), we get
According to (), if we define
Based on () and (), we have the following result:
(   ) Equation () can be seen as a discrete format of the first equation of (). This discrete format is an explicit scheme. In the following section, we will consider the discrete scheme for the second equation of ().
.. Discrete scheme for the second equation
Using (a) minus (), we obtain
() http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2014/1/122
, then according to () we have the following equation:
In the same way as u xx , we define
, use (), and we have
, on the basis of (), we obtain the following result:
On the basis of () and (), we have
Equation () is the explicit discrete format of the second equation in ().
Implicit exact-difference scheme
We will give the implicit format of () in the following analysis. http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2014/1/122
.. Discrete scheme for the first equation
Furthermore, if we use () minus (b)
According to (), we assume
. We obtain another result:
If we substitute () into u xx , we will get the following result:
Referring to (), we get the following equation:
And on the basis of () and (), we have
). We already know  x =  y = t, so φ  = ϕ  , and we
Equation () is the implicit discrete format for the first equation of (). Now, we will give the implicit scheme for the second equation of ().
.. Discrete scheme for the second equation
If we use () minus (b), we immediately get
Using (), we obtain
Using (d) minus (), we immediately get
(   ) http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2014/1/122
According to (), we have
According to () and (), we obtain
Now, we can find that () is the implicit discrete format of the second equation in (). In the next step, we will give the exact finite-difference schemes.
The exact finite schemes for coupled Burgers equation
We denote the discrete approximation of u(x, y, t) and v(x, y, t) at the mesh point (i x; j y; n t) by U 
.
() 
based on () and (), we have the explicit difference scheme
⎧ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩ U n i+,j -U n i,j +U n i-,j Rφ  φ  + U n i,j+ -U n i,j +U n i,j- Rϕ  ϕ  = U n i,j U n i+,j -U n i-,j φ  + U n+ i,j -U n i,j ψ  + V n i,j U n i,j+ -U n i,j- ϕ  , V n i+,j -V n i,j +V n i-,j Rφ  φ  + V n i,j+ -V n i,j +v n i,j- Rϕ  ϕ  = U n i,j V n i+,j -V n i-,j φ  + V n+ i,j -V n i,j ψ  + V n i,j V n i,j+ -V n i,j- ϕ  . () For  x =  y = t, ψ  = ( -e -R  t )/( R  ) = ψ  , φ  = ϕ  , φ  = ϕ  ,
according to () and (), we can obtain an implicit difference scheme
⎧ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩ U n i+,j -U n i,j +U n i-,j Rφ  φ  + U n i,j+ -U n i,j +U n i,j- Rϕ  ϕ  = U n i,j U n i+,j -U n i-,j φ  + U n i,j -U n- i,j ψ  + V n i,j U n i,j+ -U n i,j- ϕ  , V n i+,j -V n i,j +V n i-,j Rφ  φ  + V n i,j+ -V n i,j +V n i,j- Rϕ  ϕ  = U n i,j V n i+,j -V n i-,j φ  + V n i,j -V n- i,j ψ  + V n i,j V n i,j+ -V n i,j- ϕ  .(
Proof
We can see the analysis from Section . and Section . that the two schemes are explicit and implicit exact finite schemes. http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2014/1/122
Nonstandard finite-difference scheme for coupled Burgers equation
We gave the exact finite-difference schemes in Section . In this section, we will give two nonstandard finite-difference schemes using two different ways.
The first nonstandard finite-difference scheme
First, based on the exact schemes, we can see that the exact numerical schemes () and () of () have some conditions in steps. If we select the exact schemes, but a different stepsize, the exact scheme will become a nonstandard finite-difference scheme. In order to facilitate the calculation, we choose this explicit form in our paper:
where the step function is of the same form as in Section .
The second nonstandard finite-difference scheme
We already noticed that the stepsize for exact schemes in Section  must satisfy some fixed conditions. In order to relax the conditions for stepsize, we would like to use a different way of studying [-] to construct nonstandard finite-difference schemes for (). Referring to Zhang et al.
[], we set the exact scheme
Using the way of Zhang et al.
[] and the notation (), setting x = y = h, we obtain
() http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2014/1/122
If we choose ψ(h)
So when x, y and t approach zero, we obtain another nonstandard finite-difference scheme for the Burgers equation as follows:
From the above analysis, we can see that our schemes are explicit. We will illustrate the efficiency and accuracy of these two nonstandard finite-difference schemes in the numerical simulation.
Numerical experiments
To illustrate the efficiency and accuracy of our nonstandard finite-difference schemes, we simulate the following initial-boundary problem:
with the initial conditions
and the boundary conditions
For the nonstandard finite-difference scheme (), U n+ i,j and V n+ i,j can be written as
() http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2014/1/122
For the nonstandard finite-difference scheme (), U n+ i,j and V n+ i,j can be written as
We have two different initial-boundary conditions in the following examples.
Example  The computational domain has been taken as = {(x, y) :  ≤ x ≤ ,  ≤ y ≤ } and the Burgers equations () are taken with the initial conditions
where u(x, y, t) and v(x, y, t) are taken from the analytical solutions (). Base on the initial-boundary conditions, the numerical initial-boundary conditions can be written as Table 2 The numerical results of first scheme (46) and second scheme (47) for v with the exact solution at t = 0.01, t = 0.5 and t = 2 with t = 0.0001, and R = 10 The numerical simulation is performed using a uniform grid  × , with a mesh width Tables - 
The numerical computations for the two schemes () and () are performed using  ×  grids and t = .. The steady state solutions for R =  are obtained at t = .. 
Conclusions
This paper presents exact finite-difference schemes and nonstandard finite-difference schemes for the Burgers equations with the form () based upon the analytic solution. http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2014/1/122 Our nonstandard finite-difference schemes are explicit. The numerical simulations verify that the nonstandard finite-difference schemes are efficient and accurate.
